1. Ensure median cut though freely drains to road carriageway.
2. Kerb ramps to be installed perpendicular (normal) to direction of travel.
3. Tactile ground surface indicators (TGSIs) to comply with AS1428.4: Tactile Indicators
4. Where site conditions permit traffic signal pedestal to be:
   - ≤1000mm clear of back of kerb.
   - 600mm maximum clear of Kerb Ramp.
   - 600mm maximum clear of "slot" opening
5. Minimum luminance contrast between the colour of the path and the colour of the TGSIs shall be in accordance with AS1428.4.1 and the colour of TGSIs shall not be yellow.
6. All dimensions are in metres unless noted otherwise.

LEGEND
- Coloured concrete pathway
- threshold treatment
- Traffic island treatment
- either coloured concrete infill
- treatment OR landscaped
- garden bed
- Potential turf refer project
drawings for application
- Coloured concrete median
infill treatment
- General concrete pathway
- Refer project drawings for colour and
surface treatment of concrete areas

NOTES:

PEDESTRIAN FACILITIES AT
TRAFFIC ISLAND CUT THROUGH